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DCC consulting on TRO for Jacob’s Ladder – Stoney Middleton
Please take part

Jacob’s Ladder (also known as Stoney Middleton BOAT 15) runs from The Nook, in 
Stoney Middleton (SK 2324 7555) to New Road (SK 23447594). It climbs steeply 
from Stoney Middleton to New Road. Part of the route is through mature woodland. 
In places it is narrow, eroded to a hollow way and has exposed tree roots. The route 
used to be valuable for walkers, cyclists and horse riders. Most horse riders have 
ceased to use it because of concerns about their safety when meeting vehicles and 
the deep ruts. Many local residents, especially the elderly who used to visit the 
cemetery, have ceased to use it on foot for similar reasons. 
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Exposed tree roots, a corner with limited visibility, a hollow way and little room to get 
out of the way if meeting a 4 x4.  April 2018
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The Parish Council has been asking Derbyshire County Council (DCC) for a Traffic 
Regulation Order (TRO) for at least 25 years. In 2013 it submitted a detailed written 
request for a TRO which set out the need for one and the supporting evidence. At 
the Meeting of the Cabinet Member for Highways, Transport and Infrastructure on 26
October 2017, DCC decided that the TRO should extend for the whole of the route 
and not just part of the route as officers recommended.

PDGLA (along with the Parish Council, Friends of the Peak District and Peak 
Horsepower) have been campaigning for this TRO. Please support this TRO which 
will still allow access for the disabled in invalid carriages, the emergency service, 
land management vehicles and access to the cemetery (at the bottom of the lane) 
but it will ban all other vehicles.

The background papers describe the legal grounds for the TRO in the document 
entitled “Jacob’s Ladder final notice”. These are elaborated further in the document 
“Jacob’s Ladder final statement of reasons”. 

The closing date is 14 June 2018. You can respond on-line at
https://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/council/have-your-say/consultation-search/all-
consultations/consultation-details/proposed-prohibition-of-mechanically-propelled-
vehicles-over-stoney-middleton-byway-open-to-all-traffic-no15-known-as-jacobs-
ladder.aspx by answering a series of questions in the on-line questionnaire. You 
should try to respond in the free form text area by tailoring your comments to the 
reasons DCC use to justify a TRO such as preventing danger, preserving the 
character of the route or improving the amenities of the area.

This is an important consultation. Please take part.
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DCC to consult (again!) on repairs to part of Chapel Gate

Chapel Gate is a Byway Open to All Traffic (known as Edale BOAT 16 and Chapel en
le Frith BOAT 144 on the Definitive Map) in the Parishes of Edale and Chapel en le 
Frith.  It is an iconic route in the Peak District National Park which gives users 
extensive views of the Dark Peak and the Edale valley. It has a PDNPA TRO on it 
banning recreational motor vehicles. It is valued by walkers, cyclists and horse-
riders. 

We explained in our April
2018 Newsletter how 
DCC had closed part of 
the route since 
December 2014 by a 
series of Temporary 
Traffic Regulation Orders
in order to carry out 
repairs but that none had
been completed. As far 
as we know, all that has 
been done is to spread 
stones on part of the 
closed route. These 
stones are impassable 

for many horses and would be uncomfortable for cyclists and walkers.

The results of the Autumn 2016 DCC public consultation on proposed repairs have 
never been published.

There has been a lot of controversy on how to repair the track. No-one wants to see 
repairs that are inappropriate for a seemingly wild area (such as tarmac). It is 
generally agreed that unless the drainage is sorted out, any repairs will be a waste of
money and that any repairs must give a sustainable surface.  Many mountain bikers 
liked the track as it was (but others were seen riding on the banks of the track to 
avoid the steps) Some horse riders could cope with the 2014 surface but others felt it
dangerous. Walkers were similarly divided. Everyone would like to see the route re-
opened as soon as possible.

DCC is now carrying out a further public consultation on new proposals for repairs to 
the first kilometre of the route from the Sheffield Road (SK 093825). The latest 
scheme extends slightly further than the Autumn 2016 proposals and probably 
encompasses the boggy section at the summit of the path. They don’t seem to have 
made any provision for dealing with run off water from Lords Seat/ Rushup Edge 
which may be a significant contributor to the water damage. Unfortunately there is no
text explaining the rationale for the materials used in the proposed repairs. It is not 
clear whether the stones and rubble shown in the photo will be removed. The maps 
and diagrams explaining the repairs can be seen at 
https://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/council/have-your-say/consultation-search/all-
consultations/consultation-details/planned-repair-of-chapel-en-le-frith-byway-open-
to-all-traffic-no144-known-as-chapel-gate.aspx 

The closing date for this consultation is July 11 2018. 
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The stones that have been laid on the path. November 
2017
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DCC to consult (again) on repairs to Hurst Clough Lane

Hurst Clough Lane is a BOAT in the Parishes of Bamford and Outseats. The lower 
section between SK 215829 and SK 219829 has been in a poor state of repair for 
many years. DCC allocated £30,000 for repairs in 2013/2014. It took until Autumn 
2016,  for DCC to carry out a public consultation on repair proposals. The results of 
this consultation have never been published.

Water erosion (and recreational motor vehicle use) have eroded the surface and 
some horse riders and local residents have ceased to use the route because of this.

There is consensus that repairs are 
needed but opinions are divided on what 
should be done about the stone causey. 
(‘Causey tracks' are named because of the
flat stone flags or causeys which are laid to
provide a causeway) One view is that this 
historic feature should remain on show 
even though this might increase the cost of
the repairs and make dealing with the 
drainage problems on the route harder. 
Others just want repairs and do not mind if 
the causey is covered. DCC has now 
decided that because of the steepness and
drainage problems, a bituminous surface is

the only solution. The plan is that existing historical features in the surface (and we 
assume that this means the stone causey) will be retained and not removed from the
site but presumably covered.

The preamble (outlining what the consultation is about) and the plan can be seen at 
https://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/council/have-your-say/consultation-search/all-
consultations/consultation-details/the-planned-repair-of-outseats-byway-open-to-all-
traffic-no52-known-as-hurstclough-lane.aspx 

Local people feel that a TRO is needed as well as repairs.

The consultation closes on 10 July 2018. 

DEFRA to consult on the TRO process 

We mentioned in our April 2018 Newsletter that the House of Lords Select 
Committee reviewing the effectiveness of the Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities Act 2006 has reported on “green lanes” and that as a 'first step' the 
Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) process should be simplified so as 'to reduce costs, 
secure better value for money and achieve greater flexibility and applicability in the 
use of TROs'. In the wake of the Lords' report, the national forum set up to advise 
DEFRA on motor vehicle use of green lanes has asked DEFRA  to consult the TRO 
authorities (ie highway and national park authorities) to find out what steps they think
are needed in order to implement the Lords' recommendations. Meanwhile the forum
(of which PDGLA is a member) has suspended its own work on TROs and will not be
meeting again until October.                                                                    
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The causey and deep rut in April 2016
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